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Details of Visit:

Author: Truncheon
Location 2: Fulham
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 9 Sep 2008 13.00
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Natalie
Website: http://www.collegegirlfund.co.uk
Phone: 07931445716

The Premises:

The flat is very safe and secure, clean and well maintained. Previous reviewers mentioned a bath
but there was only a shower on my visit. Room low lit

The Lady:

Description on site is accurate, 21 year old dark blond lady: Brazilian not Italian as stated elsewhere

The Story:

Based on previous feedback, even with a little license over taste and service perception, I was
expecting a much better encounter than this.

I rarely record reviews these days having done so many in my early years of punting here and
elsewhere but the meeting today was so disappointing that I had to comment. I always do my
research and follow my instincts and have had hundreds of usually great encounters, today I got it
wrong.

The phone conversation(s) to arrange the meeting were not particularly warm from the Fulham end
although I conceded that Natalie was probably being business-like with a new client. Completely
understandable and I adapted my approach to that territory.

Arrived nearby and told to give her five minutes, again not a problem really. Let into flat by flatmate
and shown into room while she was getting ready, no problem. Natalie comes in 1/2 dressed
several minutes after I arrived but again I'm not perturbed (as I think she changed her day plans to
accomadate me), and I give her the 90 min fee plus ?50 for anal. Drink and shower offered and
accepted so everything basically fine so far.

Upon return with drink minutes later she appears again, this time in schoolgirl outfit and she looked
a peach, at which point was happy to forego massage and go for the usual warm-up preliminaries
prior to event but massage was clearly scripted and therefore adhered to (with a particular
emphasis on feet...).
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From the outset kissing was clearly not on the agenda, occasional lip brushing happened when she
wasn't concentrating I think, so GFE has now gone out the window. A very big disappointment for
me, and I was as always well groomed before arriving and had additonally showered there too. I'm
also a nice kisser and can usually 'persuade' round a reluctant lady.

After the massage I caress her as best I can, without kissing I struggle, others might not. A very
nice bout of OWO follows and she welcomes offer of Reverse Oral and gets quite into that for some
minutes. We then mack up and go in for some missionary which is very nice and seems to be
mutually enjoyed.

The quick slide into disappointment happened when we began changing positions. I had suggested
the idea of anal but the pigeon English sort of kicked in at that point so I bit my tongue for a while
yet, as it turned out a very long while. As I withdrew she was able to make out, in the very dim
lighting, that there was a large amount of blood, to which she suggested 'It looks like you've hurt
me'...... and the fact her period had started was clearly just a random coincidence!!!!

It's a natural occurence but always an ugly and awkward moment, but most girls apologise at this
point; Natalie's explanation was my big dick had hurt her somehow, ludicrous. Goodness knows
why working girls think its perfectly sound policy to risk working when the painters are likely to be in
downstairs. I'm guessing probably one of the single biggest turn offs for any punter.

Much cleaning up of bodily fluid for a few minutes, after which I was given the briefest bout of OWO
but the most vigorous, almost painful hand job I've ever had to completion. She was clearly as
turned on at this point as I was. Without doubt one of the worst ejaculation moments I can
remember. Quite horrible.

The remainder of the session was sadly massage only from then on. Conversation was minimal and
any notion of "Great company and lovely companionship" (website quote) was woefully lacking for
80% of the liaison and I felt cheated for the first time in a long time.

?300 for no kissing, short intercourse, mopping up a period and a hand-job and no offer of a rebate
for lack of anal thus explains why I have re-appeared as a reviewer. I'm sure she's a cracking escort
on her day but I saw enough evidence that there is something a little more cynical and calculated
going on here which I felt compelled to flag up with fellow punters.

Sorry Natalie you're a nice girl but London punters are not mugs and today's meeting was deeply
unsatisfactory so I can't recommend you.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

Natalie writes:

What I have to say about this client is that I am very disappointed he wrote this about me.
I remember him very well as we talk on the phone and he mention that he would like Anal but that
he was quite large.
I said to him we could try but once I saw his size it was impossible. He is very large and manages to
hurt me in a vaginal intercourse.
I am surprise about the review as he knows how big he is and what he had done to me. For sure I
was not with my period.
I do provide deep French kiss if the client is as clean and smelling as good as me.
Well for end this I just want to say that I am sorry and surprised for your disappointment. That just
make me feel as doesn?t matter how big is your effort to try to make someone feel good, if they are
not happy themselves they never will be.
I did treat you well even after being hurt and bleeding I stayed the rest the 2 hours instead of 1 hour
and half because there was no anal for the ?300. Massaging and giving you oral and hand relieve.
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Try to remember.
Take care Natalie.
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